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Adult non–insulin requiring diabetes includes latent autoimmune
diabetes of adults (LADA), distinguished from type 2 diabetes by
the presence of islet autoantibodies. LADA China determined the
characteristics of Chinese LADA. This nationwide, multicenter,
clinic-based cross-sectional study was conducted in 46 university-
affiliated hospitals in 25 Chinese cities. All 4,880 ketosis-free dia-
betic patients (,1 year postdiagnosis, without insulin therapy for
.6 months, aged $30 years) had GAD antibody (GADA) and HLA-
DQ genotype measured centrally with clinical data collected locally.
GADA-positive subjects were classified as LADA. Of the patients,
5.9% were GADA positive with LADA. LADA showed a north-south
gradient. Compared with GADA-negative type 2 diabetes, LADA
patients were leaner, with lower fasting C-peptide and less meta-
bolic syndrome. Patients with high GADA titers are phenotypically
different from those with low GADA titers, while only a higher HDL
distinguished the latter from those with type 2 diabetes. HLA di-
abetes–susceptible haplotypes were more frequent in LADA, even
in those with low-titer GADA. HLA diabetes-protective haplotypes
were less frequent in LADA. Our study implicates universal immu-
nogenetic effects, with some ethnic differences, in adult-onset au-
toimmune diabetes. Autoantibody positivity and titer could be
important for LADA risk stratification and accurate therapeutic
choice in clinical practice. Diabetes 62:543–550, 2013

D
iabetes is prevalent worldwide, and the epi-
demic of diabetes is global, not least in China
(1–4). Among children, autoimmune diabetes,
known as type 1 diabetes, is the most prevalent

form of the disease (2,5). Much of our knowledge about
type 1 diabetes comes from studies of children in Europe
and North America (6–10). Childhood-onset type 1 diabetes
in China is infrequent (8). However, autoimmune diabetes
also occurs in adults (11,12), where it is characterized by an
association with the same HLA genes linked to childhood-
onset type 1 diabetes and by serum islet autoantibodies,
most notably GAD autoantibodies (GADAs) (11). Latent
autoimmune diabetes in adults (LADA) describes a form of
adult-onset autoimmune diabetes that, at least initially, does
not require insulin treatment (5,12,13). The immunogenetic
and clinical characteristics of LADA have been extensively
studied in Caucasians (11–15), although the relationship
between LADA and the other two major forms of diabetes,
type 1 and type 2 diabetes, remains controversial (5,13).
LADA could be distinct from type 1 and type 2 diabetes,
while incorporating certain features of each or be part of
a spectrum of autoimmune diabetes (16,17).

Although LADA is prevalent and potentially more
prevalent than childhood-onset type 1 diabetes, that fre-
quency depends on the defining autoantibody assay (usu-
ally GADA), ethnic group, age at diagnosis, and mode of
ascertainment. Using GADA, the frequency of LADA in
adult-onset diabetes has ranged from 4 to 12% in Caucasian
populations, with higher frequencies in those younger at
diagnosis or insulin treated (11,18). In China as well,
GADA positivity was prevalent in hospital-based adult-
onset diabetic patients from the Hunan province (7.1%)
(19) and in a local small population-based study in Tianjin
(9.2% [46 of 498]) (20). Therefore, we established a large
multicenter clinical study (LADA China) to determine the
prevalence, immunogenotype, and clinical characteristics
of this form of diabetes in China. Since China has one-fifth
of the world’s population, of whom ~92 million adults have
diabetes, within 56 ethnic groups spread over 9.6 million
square kilometers with remarkably varied climates, diets,
and patterns of infectious diseases, data from China
should inform our general knowledge of the nature of di-
abetes (1). We now report, for the first time, that GADA
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positivity and LADA are prevalent among adult-onset non–
insulin-requiring diabetic patients, with apparent type 2
diabetes, throughout China, with a geographic difference
between north and south, and clinical and immunogenetic
features implying both similarities and differences in re-
lation to Caucasian LADA patients but consistent with
LADA in China being part of an autoimmune spectrum.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

This cross-sectional study was conducted from June 2006 to January 2010.
Patients were recruited consecutively from 46 centers (university-affiliated
teaching hospitals) in 25 major cities, representing 53% of the total Chinese
population aged $30 years. The patient population includes 15 major ethnic
groups of which the majority (in excess of 98%) is Han. The ethics review
committee/institutional review board of each study center approved the study
protocol. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. All participants provided written informed consent. Inclusion criteria
were as follows: 1) diagnosis of diabetes (World Health Organization [WHO] 99
criteria) at age $30.0 years, 2) disease duration of ,1 year, 3) no ketoacidosis
in the first 6 months after the diagnosis of diabetes, and 4) insulin inde-
pendence (usage of insulin ,1 month) for 6 months after diagnosis. Exclusion
criteria were as follows: 1) secondary diabetes, 2) diabetes in pregnancy and
gestational diabetes mellitus, and 3) malignancy. LADA was defined according
to the Immunology of Diabetes Society (IDS) criteria: GADA-positive patients,
initially non–insulin requiring for at least 6 months, diagnosed over the age of
30 years (12). GADA-negative subjects were diagnosed with type 2 diabetes.
Detailed medical history was obtained by study physicians before collection of
fasting blood samples. A 6-month follow-up stage was carried out to confirm
the diabetic ketoacidosis status and insulin therapy for all subjects. We
recruited 5,324 patients and eliminated 444 patients (8.3%) because disease
duration at ascertainment was .1.0 year, age was under 30 years, or they
developed diabetic ketoacidosis or insulin dependency within 6 months
postdiagnosis. By the IDS criteria (12), 287 had LADA, representing 5.9% of
those 4,880 subjects meeting the study criteria. Among all 287 LADA patients,
180 subjects consented to the genetic study. An approximately equal number

(174 subjects) of age-, sex-, and center-matched GADA-negative type 2 di-
abetes samples for genetic analysis were collected as well. The oral glucose
tolerance test was used to verify normal glucose tolerance among healthy
control subjects from a community-based study for reference HLA-DQ geno-
typing (Fig. 1). Serum samples for antibody assays and whole blood samples
for genotyping were shipped to the Diabetes Center of Central South Uni-
versity, Changsha, China, with transportation on ice within 1 day. Blood
samples were stored at 280°C before analysis.
Clinical characteristics and biochemical measurements. Body height,
weight, waist circumference, hip circumference, and blood pressure were
recorded by study physicians/coordinates. Overweight and obesity was defined
as BMI $25 kg/m2 (WHO criteria). Hypertension was defined as systolic and
diastolic blood pressure $140 or $90 mmHg, respectively, or current use of
antihypertensive medications. Dyslipidemia was defined as serum trigly-
cerides $1.7 mmol/L, HDL cholesterol ,1.04 mmol/L for men and ,1.30
mmol/L for women, or currently taking medication for hyperlipidemia. Meta-
bolic syndrome was defined using advised National Cholesterol Education
Program–Adult Treatment Panel III criteria, involving achievement of three or
more of the following: 1) waist circumference$90 cm (Asian male) or$80 cm
(Asian female); 2) triglyceride$1.7 mmol/L, 3) HDL cholesterol ,1.04 mmol/L
(male) or ,1.30 mmol/L (female), 4) systolic/diastolic blood pressure $130/85
mmHg, and 5) fasting plasma glucose $5.6 mmol/L. Lipids, HbA1c, and fasting
C-peptide (FCP) were assayed at the study sites by standard methods. GADA
was analyzed in the core laboratory (Central South University) by radioligand
assay as previously described (21,22); all samples were measured in duplicate.
Positive samples were repeated to confirm their positivity. GADA positivity
was determined as the 99.5th percentile of 188 healthy control subjects, i.e., as
$18 units/mL (WHO unit) and revalidated when positive. The sensitivity and
specificity of GADA assays were 82 and 98% respectively, as evaluated in the
4th Diabetes Autoantibody Standardization Program (unpublished data). Intra-
and interassay coefficients of variation were 8.9 and 11.2%, respectively. Ge-
nomic DNA was extracted from anticoagulated peripheral blood using a
phenol-chloroform method. HLA-DQA1 and -DQB1 genotypes were defined
using PCR to amplify exon 2 of both DQA1 and DQB1 genes followed by
standard DNA sequencing-based typing (17).
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS statistical
software (version 13; SPSS, Chicago, IL). Normally distributed data were
expressed as means 6 SD. Variables with a skewed distribution were reported

FIG. 1. Flowchart of LADA China Study. OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test.
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as median (range) and log transformed to approximate normality before
analysis. Frequency differences were compared using x2 test or Fisher exact
test when appropriate. Independent Student t test or one-way ANOVA were
used to compare the means between the groups as appropriate. Data for
GADA titer were transformed using log base 10 to normalize their distribution.
Logistic regression models were used to adjust the potential confounding
variables including geographic area, ethnicity, age, BMI, and sex for LADA.
P , 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Frequency of GADA positivity and LADA in China. Of
287 (5.9%) LADA cases, there was no sex difference (6.1%
[178 of 2,906] male vs. 5.5% [109 of 1,974] female, P =
0.302). LADA frequency was not significantly age related
when divided into four age subgroups (30–39, 40–49, 50–
59, and $60 years old), even after adjustment for geogra-
phy, ethnicity, sex, and BMI (P = 0.19). Among these 4,880
subjects, the different frequency of LADA in Han com-
pared with other ethnic groups (5.9% [284 of 4,786] vs. 3.2%
[3 of 94], respectively) was not significant (P = 0.322).
Geographic distribution of LADA. To examine geo-
graphic variation in the prevalence of LADA, we divided
Mainland China geographically along the Qin Mountain-
Huai River into Southern China (with 16 cities, 27 hospitals,
and 2,746 patients) and northern China (10 cities, 19 hos-
pitals, and 2,117 patients). After adjustment for ethnicity,
age, sex, and BMI, there was a significant difference be-
tween northern and southern China for LADA (6.5% [137 of
2,119] vs. 5.4% [150 of 2,761], P = 0.040). Frequency of LADA
was highest in northeastern China (7.1% [58 of 815]), which

has the highest latitude and coldest climate, and lowest in
southwestern China (4.0% [20 of 502], P = 0.019) (Fig. 2).
Clinical characteristics of LADA. Compared with type 2
diabetic patients, LADA patients (Table 1) were leaner
(BMI 23.9 6 3.7 vs. 24.8 6 3.4 kg/m2, P , 0.001; waist
circumference 85.2 6 10.6 vs. 88.1 6 9.9 cm, P , 0.001)
with lower b-cell function (FCP 0.45 ng/mL [interquartile
range 0.01–3.34] vs. 0.64 ng/mL [0.01–4.96], P , 0.001) and
less hypertriglyceridemia (62.4 vs. 69.8%, P = 0.008), hy-
pertension (34.1 vs. 42.4%, P = 0.007), obesity (35.9 vs.
44.6%, P = 0.005), and metabolic syndrome (MetS) (62.0 vs.
75.6%, P , 0.001).

Compared with northern LADA patients, the southern
LADA patients were leaner (BMI 23.1 6 3.5 vs. 24.9 6 3.8
kg/m2, P , 0.001; waist circumference 82.9 6 10.2 vs.
87.76 10.5 cm, P, 0.001), with less MetS (52.0% [78 of 150]
vs. 73.0% [100 of 137], P , 0.001) and, importantly, had
a higher GADA titer (0.1195 [0.06–1.50] vs. 0.089 [0.06–1.29],
P = 0.037). Of note, b-cell function showed no significant
differences between northern and southern subjects for
either LADA or type 2 diabetes (data not shown).
Clinical characteristics according to GADA titer. To
analyze the distribution of GADA titer in LADA, we log
transformed the data, which showed a possible bimodal
distribution (Fig. 3). GADA positivity above or below 180
units/mL largely captured the two modes, with high GADA
titer ($180 units/mL) in 26.5% of patients (76 of 287) and
a low GADA titer (,180 units/mL) in 73.5% (211 of 287). High
GADA titer LADA subjects compared with low GADA titer

FIG. 2. China map for LADA China Study. , cities from the northeastern part of China; , cities from the northern part of China; , cities from
northwestern China; , cities from eastern China; , cities from central China; , cities from southern China; and , cities from southwestern China.
LADA frequency was higher in northern than southern China after age, sex, and BMI adjustment (P < 0.040). (A high-quality color representation
of this figure is available in the online issue.)
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LADA subjects were younger at diagnosis (48.1 6 12.3 vs.
51.2 6 11.5 years, P = 0.036) and leaner (BMI 22.3 6 3.2 vs.
24.5 6 3.7 kg/m2, P , 0.001, and waist circumference 80.1 6
8.6 vs. 87.06 10.7 cm, P, 0.001), with lower blood pressure
(systolic 117.8 6 15.8 vs. 126.3 6 17.5 mmHg, P , 0.001;

diastolic 75.3 6 9.2 vs. 80.0 6 10.0 mmHg, P = 0.001), lower
triglyceride levels (1.17 mmol/L [0.06–6.88] vs. 1.61 mmol/L
[0.15–14.99], P , 0.001), lower insulin secretion (FCP 0.32
ng/mL [0.01–1.57] vs. 0.51 [0.11–3.34], P , 0.001), and less
MetS (39.5 vs. 70.1%, P , 0.001). However, when low GADA

TABLE 1
Clinical characteristics of type 2 diabetes and LADA

Type 2 diabetes
(GADA ,18 units/mL)

LADA
(GADA $18 units/mL) P

N 4,593 287
Female 1,865 (40.6) 109 (38.0) 0.441
Age at diagnosis (years) 51.4 6 11.2 50.4 6 11.8 0.122
Height (cm) 164.9 6 8.5 165.7 6 7.9 0.123
Weight (kg) 67.7 6 12.2 66.0 6 12.7 0.018
BMI (kg/m2) 24.8 6 3.4 23.9 6 3.7 ,0.001
Waist circumference (cm) 88.1 6 9.9 85.2 6 10.6 ,0.001
Hip circumference (cm) 96.6 6 8.5 95.1 6 9.0 0.007
Waist-to-hip ratio 0.91 6 0.07 0.90 6 0.07 0.001
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 127.7 6 17.8 124.0 6 17.4 0.001
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 80.5 6 10.4 78.8 6 9.9 0.006
Triglycerides (mmol/L)¶ 1.78 (0.24–34.15) 1.60 (0.06–14.99) ,0.001
Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 5.03 6 1.36 5.00 6 1.16 0.669
HDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.26 6 0.54 1.34 6 0.65 0.040
LDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 2.85 6 0.95 2.83 6 1.00 0.685
HbA1c (%) 9.01 6 2.63 9.32 6 2.45 0.093
FCP (nmol/L)¶ 0.64 (0.01–4.96) 0.47 (0.01–3.34) ,0.001
Low FCP (,0.3 nmol/L) 245/1,578 (15.5) 33/111 (29.7) ,0.001
Diabetes family history 1,177 (25.6) 67 (23.3) 0.421
Hyperlipidemia 3,204 (69.8) 179 (62.4) 0.008
Hypertension 1,946 (42.4) 98 (34.1) 0.007
Overweight and obesity 2,048 (44.6) 103 (35.9) 0.005
MetS 3,472 (75.6) 178 (62.0) ,0.001

Data are means 6 SD, median (range), or n (%). ¶Analyses performed on log-transformed values.

FIG. 3. Bimodal GADA titer (log 10 transformed) in LADA patients. GADA positivity above or below 180 units/mL largely captured the two modes,
with high GADA titer (‡180 units/mL) in 26.5% of patients (76 of 287) and a low GADA titer (<180 units/mL) in 73.5% (211 of 287).
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titer LADA were compared with type 2 diabetic patients
(GADA-negative patients), with the exception of HDL cho-
lesterol (1.26 6 0.54 vs. 1.34 6 0.70 mmol/L, P = 0.044),
clinical features between them were not significantly differ-
ent (Table 2).
HLA-DQ genomic background differences. In these
Chinese patients, as for Europeans, the frequency of total
diabetes-susceptibility haplotypes (i.e., DQA1*03-DQB1*0302,
DQA1*03-DQB1*0303, DQA1*03-DQB1*0401, and DQA1*05-
DQB1*0201) was significantly higher in LADA (63.9% [115 of
180]) than in both type 2 diabetic (47.1% [82 of 174]) and
control (43.2% [214 of 495]) subjects, while the frequency of
diabetes-protective haplotypes (i.e., DQA1*0102-DQB1*0601,

DQA1*0102-DQB1*0602, and DQA1*0601-DQB1*0301) in LADA
(22.8% [41 of 180]) was significantly lower than in both
type 2 diabetic (33.3% [58 of 174]) and control (32.7% [162
of 495]) subjects (Table 3). The frequency of HLA-DQ di-
abetes-susceptibility DQA1*05-DQB1*0201 was greater in
high GADA titer than in low GADA titer patients (38.8%
[19 of 49] vs. 13.7% [18 of 131], respectively, P , 0.001])
(Table 3). Comparing subjects from the south and north
of China, LADA subjects had a similar frequency of HLA-
DQ diabetes-susceptibility (69.3% [70 of 101] vs. 57.0%
[45 of 79], respectively) and diabetes-protective (18.8%
[19 of 101] vs. 27.8% [22 of 79], respectively) haplotypes
(Table 4).

TABLE 2
Clinical characteristics in type 2 diabetic and LADA patients with high or low GADA titer

High titer LADA
(GADA $180 units/mL)

Low titer LADA
(180 units/mL .

GADA $18 units/mL)
Type 2 diabetes

(GADA ,18 units/mL) P for trend

N 76 211 4,593
Female 22 (28.9) 87 (41.2) 1,865 (40.6)* 0.118
Age of diagnosis (years) 48.1 6 12.3 51.2 6 11.5* 51.4 6 11.2** 0.034
Height (cm) 166.9 6 6.8 165.3 6 8.3 164.9 6 8.5* 0.106
Weight (kg) 62.3 6 10.9 67.3 6 13.1** 67.7 6 12.1*** 0.001
BMI (kg/m2) 22.3 6 3.2 24.5 6 3.7*** 24.8 6 3.4*** ,0.001
Waist circumference (cm) 80.1 6 8.6 87.0 6 10.7*** 88.1 6 9.9*** ,0.001
Hip circumference (cm) 91.5 6 7.8 96.4 6 9.1*** 96.6 6 8.5*** ,0.001
Waist-to-hip ratio 0.88 6 0.07 0.90 6 0.07** 0.91 6 0.07*** ,0.001
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 117.8 6 15.8 126.3 6 17.5*** 127.7 6 17.8*** ,0.001
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 75.3 6 9.2 80.0 6 10.0** 80.5 6 10.4*** ,0.001
Triglycerides (mmol/L)¶ 1.17 (0.06–6.88) 1.61 (0.15–14.99)*** 1.77 (0.24–34.15)*** ,0.001
Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 4.64 6 1.22 5.12 6 1.12* 5.03 6 1.36* 0.034
HDL cholesterol 1.31 6 0.50 1.34 6 0.70 1.26 6 0.54† 0.108
LDL cholesterol 2.69 6 1.13 2.88 6 0.94 2.86 6 0.95 0.329

HbA1c (%) 10.17 6 2.60 9.19 6 2.47* 9.05 6 2.66** 0.011
FCP (nmol/L)¶ 0.32 (0.01–1.57) 0.51 (0.11–3.34)*** 0.64 (0.01–4.96)*** ,0.001
Low FCP (,0.3 nmol/L) 17/37 (45.9) 16/74 (21.6)* 245/1,578 (15.5)*** ,0.001
Diabetes family history 16 (21.0) 51 (24.2) 1,177 (25.6) 0.599
Hyperlipidemia 38 (50.0) 141 (66.8)* 3,204 (69.8)*** ,0.001
Hypertension 16 (21.1) 82 (38.9)** 1,946 (42.4)*** ,0.001
Overweight and obesity 15 (19.7) 88 (41.7)*** 2,048 (44.6)*** ,0.001
MetS 30 (39.5) 148 (70.1)*** 3,472 (75.6)*** ,0.001

Data are means 6 SD, median (range), or n (%). *P , 0.05, **P , 0.01, and ***P , 0.001 compared with GADA high titer LADA. ¶Analyses
performed on log-transformed values.

TABLE 3
Frequencies of HLA-DQ haplotypes with high or low GADA titer LADA and type 2 diabetic patients

LADA
LADA

(high GADA titer)
LADA

(low GADA titer) Type 2 diabetes Control

N 180 49 131 174 495
Sex (male/female) 108/72*** 29/20** 79/52*** 111/63*** 386/109
Age at diagnosis (years) 55.6 6 11.1 47.6 6 12.3 51.7 6 10.4 48.4 6 11.7 53.4 6 12.8
DQA1*03-DQB1*0303 72 (40.0)* 17 (34.7) 55 (42.0)* 57 (32.8) 151 (30.5)
DQA1*03-DQB1*0401 24 (13.3)* 7 (14.3) 17 (13.0) 17 (9.8) 40 (8.1)
DQA1*05-DQB1*0201 37 (20.6)***†††# 19 (38.8%)***†††§§§ 18 (13.7)* 12 (6.9) 35 (7.0)
Total susceptibility haplotypes 115 (63.9)***†† 35 (71.4)***†† 80 (61.1)***† 82 (47.1) 214 (43.2)
DQA1*0102-DQB1*0601 15 (7.3) 2 (4.1) 13 (10.0) 17 (9.8) 62 (12.5)
DQA1*0102-DQB1*0602 9 (5.0)†† 1 (2.0)† 8 (6.1)† 25 (14.4)* 44 (8.9)
DQA1*0601-DQB1*0301 18 (10.0) 4 (8.2) 14 (10.7) 18 (10.3) 64 (12.9)
Total protective haplotypes 41 (22.8)*† 7 (14.3)**† 34 (26.0) 58 (33.3) 162 (32.7)

Data are means 6 SD or n (%). Total susceptibility haplotypes: DQA1*03-DQB1*0303 + DQA1*03-DQB1*0401 + DQA1*05-DQB1*0201; total
protective haplotypes: DQA1*0102-DQB1*0601 + DQA1*0102-DQB1*0602 + DQA1*0601-DQB1*0301. ***P , 0.001, **P , 0.01, and *P , 0.05
vs. control; ††† P, 0.001, ††P, 0.01, and †P, 0.05 vs. type 2 diabetes; §§§P, 0.001 vs. LADA (low GADA titer); #P, 0.05 vs. LADA (high
GADA titer).
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DISCUSSION

This report is the first multicenter study in China to assess
GADA in a large number of diabetic case subjects (4,880
patients) across a large group of centers (25 cities and 46
hospitals) throughout China. The study is also distinct in
reporting the clinical, metabolic, and immunogenetic fea-
tures of LADA in China. From these analyses, autoimmune
diabetes and LADA emerge as a prevalent form of diabetes
with features remarkably similar to those in adult-onset au-
toimmune diabetes and LADA in Europe and North America.

Differences in the prevalence of LADA worldwide can
be ascribed to age at diagnosis, mode of ascertainment,
number of autoantibodies tested, risk of false positivity for
autoantibodies, disease duration at study, and the numbers
of patients progressing to insulin treatment. When defined
as LADA using the IDS criteria (12), the prevalence of
LADA was 5.9% by GADA. Although several diabetes-
associated autoantibodies can be used for LADA diag-
nosis, in Caucasians (23) GADA is the most prevalent
autoantibody, as has been noted by us in a small Chinese
study of a similar cohort (Z.Z., manuscript in preparation)
(5,16). It is noteworthy that GADA positivity was defined
as a titer above the 99.5th centile of the healthy back-
ground population so that only 1 of 200 subjects could
have a false-positive result. Further, in this study, we
centralized the assays and retested to confirm all positive
results, further decreasing false positivity. There may be
a bias toward transient early insulin therapy in the hospi-
tal-based clinics used in this study (vs. community-based
clinics), so we ascertained cases with insulin indepen-
dence at 6 months postdiagnosis. It is likely we excluded
GADA-positive patients who started on insulin within 6
months, although a recent small population-based study of
Tianjin in the northern part of China found LADA in 9.2%
of adult-onset diabetic patients who were initially non–
insulin requiring from a local community-based study (20).
Age at diagnosis also has a major effect on GADA fre-
quency, which was higher (11.7%) in younger patients
(aged 15–30 years at diagnosis)—ascertained as part of
this study but not reported here (data not shown)—than in
those diagnosed later, in whom there was no age effect.

A marked variation in the prevalence of classic childhood-
onset type 1 diabetes in China has been described, with

a north-south gradient (0.69 vs. 0.34/100,000/year, respec-
tively) (8) similar to that reported in Europe (6,10). No
comparable study has been performed in adult-onset
autoimmune diabetes until now, when we also found a
north-south frequency gradient for adult-onset autoim-
mune diabetes in China. The frequency of GADA positivity,
as well as LADA, in the north of China, above a geographic
line along the Qin Mountain-Huai River, significantly
exceeded that in the south. This geographic line forms
a sharp climatic and topographic divide, separating the
monsoon-prone, subtropical forested south from the tem-
perate, drier north, which has less average sunshine. Each
area is associated with distinct lifestyles and diets, the
staple being flour in the north and rice in the south. The
difference is greatest (nearly twofold) when the northeast
is compared with the southwest. In these two areas, the
durations of winter are different: 4–6 months in the
northeast but ,1 month in the southwest. While the cau-
sality of this apparent polarity in LADA frequencies in
China remains unclear, it cannot be explained by immune
features (i.e., the higher GADA titers were in southern
China) or HLA-DQ genetic differences (i.e., there were
similar frequencies of diabetes-susceptibility and protective
haplotypes between north and south), which suggests that
nonimmunogenetic factors, including environment and life-
style, may play a role.

As with studies of LADA in other countries, notably
among Caucasians (11,18), the characteristics of LADA are
distinct from those of GADA-negative type 2 diabetic
patients. There was a remarkable phenotypic difference
with LADA according to GADA titer: those with high titer
being more distinct from type 2 diabetic patients than
those with low titer. These differences relate to the same
features that distinguished GADA-positive from GADA-
negative patients, including age at diagnosis, BMI, and
frequency of MetS. In fact, patients with low GADA titer
were not dissimilar from type 2 diabetic patients, apart
from having lower HDL cholesterol and higher HLA sus-
ceptibility haplotypes. Notably, FCP, a surrogate marker of
insulin secretory capacity, was lower in GADA-positive
patients, especially in those with high titer GADA. So al-
though any GADA positivity reflects an autoimmune pro-
cess, high GADA titer probably reflects a more severe

TABLE 4
Frequencies of HLA-DQ haplotypes with LADA and type 2 diabetic patients in southern and northern China

LADA (south) LADA (north) T2DM (south) T2DM (north) Control

N 101 79 104 70 495
Sex (male/female) 62/39*** 46/33*** 60/44*** 43/33*** 386/109
Age at diagnosis (years) 50.8 6 11.1 50.3 6 11.1 49.1 6 11.4 47.2 6 12.1 53.4 6 12.8
DQA1*03-DQB1*0302 8 (7.9) 6 (7.6) 9 (8.7) 8 (11.4) 48 (9.7)
DQA1*03-DQB1*0303 44 (43.6)*† 28 (35.4) 38 (36.5) 19 (27.1) 151 (30.5)
DQA1*03-DQB1*0401 14 (13.9) 10 (12.7) 8 (7.7) 9 (12.9) 40 (8.1)
DQA1*05-DQB1*0201 23 (22.8)***†††§§ 14 (17.7)**† 9 (8.7) 3 (4.3) 35 (7.0)
Total susceptibility haplotypes 70 (69.3) ***†††§ 45 (57.0)* 53 (51.0) 29 (41.4) 214 (43.2)
DQA1*0102-DQB1*0601 8 (7.9) 7 (8.9) 14 (13.5) 3 (4.3)* 62 (12.5)
DQA1*0102-DQB1*0602 2 (2.0)*††§§# 7 (8.9) 14 (13.5) 11 (15.7) 44 (8.9)
DQA1*0601-DQB1*0301 9 (8.9) 9 (11.4) 12 (11.5) 6 (8.6) 64 (12.9)
Total protective haplotypes 19 (18.8)**§§ 22 (27.8) 38 (36.5) 20 (28.6) 162 (32.7)

Data are means 6 SD or n (%). Total susceptibility haplotypes: DQA1*03-DQB1*0303 + DQA1*03-DQB1*0401 + DQA1*05-DQB1*0201; total
protective haplotypes: DQA1*0102-DQB1*0601 + DQA1*0102-DQB1*0602 + DQA1*0601-DQB1*0301. T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus. ***P ,
0.001 and *P , 0.05 vs. control subjects; †P , 0.05 and †††P , 0.001 vs. type 2 diabetic subjects (north); §§P , 0.01 vs. type 2 diabetic
subjects (south); **P, 0.01 vs. control subjects; §P, 0.05 vs. type 2 diabetic subjects (south); ††P, 0.01 vs. type 2 diabetic subjects (north);
#P , 0.05 vs. LADA (north).
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process with greater loss of insulin secretory capacity. We
(24) and others (18,25) have previously reported the re-
lationship of bimodal GADA titer to clinical features in
LADA. However, the current study’s large size provides the
strongest confirmation to date of GADA titer bimodality
after log transformation. Along with distinct clinical fea-
tures, the presence and titer of autoantibodies may be
important for risk stratification and accurate therapeutic
choice for LADA patients (25). Since there were no cate-
gorical clinical features in such LADA patients, only by
testing for diabetes-associated autoantibodies can they be
identified. Moreover, patients with autoimmune diabetes
need more rigorous follow-up, as they are prone to worse
glucose control and the need for insulin therapy. A future
expansion of this study to explore the relationship of this
present observation to immune reactivity to different GAD
peptides potentially associated with the development of
high and low titers antibodies would be relevant. There
have been some earlier reports about the different auto-
antibodies generated by different GAD epitopes (26).

In part, the similarity between Chinese and European
LADA results from similarities in disease genetic risk. As
with Caucasians, HLA diabetes-susceptibility and diabetes-
protective haplotypes were more and less frequent, re-
spectively, in both LADA and type 1 diabetic compared with
type 2 diabetic and control subjects, in whom they were
similar (18,27). However, the association with HLA diabetes
susceptibility and diabetes-protective haplotypes was less
striking in LADA than type 1 diabetic patients (17) and in
low titer compared with high titer GADA-positive patients.
Thus, as reported for Europeans, there is a spectrum of
immunogenetic risk and clinical characteristics within Chi-
nese adult-onset autoimmune diabetes, without evidence
that LADA is a distinct form of diabetes (16,17,27).

Despite the similarity of LADA patients between Chinese
and Caucasian patients, some differences exist. First, the
overall GADA frequency and LADA frequency in China is
lower than reported in northern European multicenter
studies such as the UK Prospective Diabetes Study
(UKPDS) (11) or the Botnia Study (15) but slightly higher
than reported in some southern European studies such as
the Non–Insulin Requiring Autoimmune Diabetes (NIRAD)
study (18), Asian studies for Japanese or Korean (28,29),
or the North American/Northern European ADOPT (A
Diabetes Outcome Progression Trial) (30). That the fre-
quency of LADA in China is higher than in some European
countries is surprising given the infrequency of childhood-
onset autoimmune diabetes in China (6,8). Second, in the
UKPDS study, GADA frequency decreased with age .30
years, while in China GADA frequency showed no such
age affect. Third, the frequency of MetS and raised in-
flammation markers was higher in Chinese LADA than in
type 1 diabetic subjects, as we previously reported (31),
while in Caucasians they were similar (32). Fourth, the
high titer GADA patients represented approximately one-
quarter of the total number of Chinese LADA cases but
approximately one-half of Italian LADA cases (18). Fifth, in
contrast to the strong association of DQA1 03-DQB1*0302
with autoimmune diabetes in Caucasians, the most com-
mon susceptible genes of HLA-DQ in Chinese LADA were
moderate-risk haplotypes including DQA1 03-DQB1*0303
and DQA1*05-DQB1*0201 both in this multicenter and our
previous study (17). By implication, the immunogenotype
of Chinese LADA is more moderate than in Caucasians.
Thus, the autoimmune b-cell destruction may be less po-
tent. However, to define global ethnic differences in LADA

will require global collaboration using standardized as-
certainment, assays, and definitions.

As with any large multicenter study, there are potential
ascertainment biases and heterogeneity of clinical practice
that might affect the cohort, so our results should be
interpreted cautiously. Besides, GADAs are not uncommon
autoantibodies that may appear without clinical evidence of
established autoimmunity. So, despite the current use of
GADA positivity to define autoimmune diabetes, debate
continues as to whether GADAs reflect autoimmune dis-
ease. Nevertheless, it is clear that adult-onset autoimmune
diabetes and LADA are now shown to be prevalent in China
—in contrast to childhood-onset autoimmune diabetes. The
worldwide congruence of characteristics of adult-onset di-
abetes associated with GADA, even extending to HLA risk
and clinical features linked to GADA titer, strongly implies
that universal genetic and environmental factors may pre-
dispose to the development of adult-onset autoimmune di-
abetes, as is the case for type 2 diabetes.
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Hospital of the People’s Liberation Army; Yingsheng Zhou,
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University; Lixin Shi, The Affiliated Hospital of Guiyang
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